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FLOODS EMERGENCY: YOU’RE SUPPORTING
WILDLIFE WHEN THEY NEED IT MOST

You helped bridge
the gaps for wildlife
rescue and care.

You’re restoring the
platypus to the Royal
National Park.
© Darcy Modina / WWF-Australia

Flood recovery
has begun –
thanks to you.
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HOW YOU’RE HELPING SAVE THE PLATYPUS
Last spring, supporters like you truly
stepped up to protect our platypus, helping
to rewild our rivers with this unique native
species that are found nowhere else in the
world. Your response helped kickstart this
incredible three-year project, which aims to
restore platypus to Sydney’s Royal National
Park in Sydney, where they haven’t been
seen in almost 50 years.
The best news is that we’re now on track to
release 10 male and female platypus in the
second half of 2022. They’ll be fitted with
acoustic tags pioneered by our partners at
the University of New South Wales (UNSW),
which will enable researchers to track their
progress and breeding activity.
We can’t thank you enough for enabling
this journey to begin. Our Rewilding
conservation team, led by Rob Brewster,
are now in-the-field surveying platypus
populations, and looking for suitable
animals to translocate. From Kangaroo
Valley in New South Wales, Rob was
excited to report several platypus sightings,

indicating a good population in the region.
As he explained:
“We’re pretty happy. This is part of the
work we’ll be undertaking over the next
six months, before the reintroduction of
platypus to the Royal National Park. In the
Kangaroo River, we’re surveying to identify
where there are healthy source populations
and where we can identify potential
threats in this ecosystem that we can assist
with and remediate – like foxes or cattle
trampling the river banks.
“There may be opportunities here to boost
this population over the next decade, so
there’s lots of work to be done in platypus
conservation and restoration. We’re really
lucky to be collaborating with some fantastic
partners in the hope that more Australians
will get to see platypus in their local rivers in
the future. That would be just brilliant.”
This three-year project will need your
continued support to help ensure its
success. Thank you for being involved.

EARTH HOUR UPDATE:

MORE PEOPLE THAN EVER
BEFORE #SWITCHOFF
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A message from CEO,
Dermot O’Gorman

It has been a difficult start to 2022 for many
of us. With devastating floods submerging
communities across Qld and NSW, I wanted
to take this opportunity to send my heartfelt
wishes to our dedicated supporters. I hope
you and your families are safe.
But from these catastrophic events comes
hope, and with hope comes healing. Thanks
to you, progress to restore and recover
what was lost in these recent floods is
already underway.
The strength and resilience of our onground partners has been remarkable.
To say their efforts have been tireless is
an understatement. With your generous
support, emergency relief funds have been
deployed to help with both the immediate
emergency response and now recovery work
as the waters subside.

This year’s Earth Hour was a
historic moment for our planet in
so many ways. Not only did this, the
largest environmental movement
on Earth, unite businesses, leaders,
and individuals like you, it sent the
clearest message yet to our global
policy-makers about the need for
urgent climate action now.
It was astounding to see so many
Australians like you join this everexpanding global movement to
#SwitchOff – and shine the spotlight
on nature loss and climate change.
Here’s a round-up of the
extraordinary impact you helped
make for our planet’s future:
◊ 1 in 3 Aussies participated.
◊ 192 countries switched off. That’s
98% of countries on the planet!
◊ Over 450 schools took part in Earth
Hour Schools Day.
◊ Over 500 businesses signed up for
Earth Hour.

You answered the call and I’m incredibly
grateful. As part of continuing efforts
to Regenerate Australia, your support
is helping to protect our unique and
wonderful species against future
catastrophic climate events.
There’s still a long way to go – but
your commitment is helping to make
extraordinary progress. I hope you feel
inspired today by all the incredible work
you’ve helped make happen over the past
few months.
Thank you.
Dermot O’Gorman,
CEO, WWF-Australia
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The Sydney Opera
House and Harbour
Bridge switched off
for Earth Hour.
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“WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SEE A PLATYPUS IN
THE WILD?”
Meet Rob Brewster,
Rewilding Program
Manager

We were delighted to welcome notfor-profit Rewilding Australia
into the WWF family in 2021 as part
of Regenerate Australia. We caught up
with founder, ecologist Rob Brewster to
find out more about his passion for wildlife,
and in particular, his mission to protect
our platypus:
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Rob with UNSW platypus researcher Tahneal Hawke
conducting surveys at the Kangaroo River.

What brought you to rewilding in the
first place?

What makes the platypus, and this
project, so vital?

As a kid, I spent a lot of time in the Barrington
Tops, in the middle of the rainforest, and grew
up with a fascination for wilderness. I’d come
back to the city and wonder why there weren’t
kangaroos hopping around the streets.

The platypus is a flagship species for healthy
river systems. Only in the last 200 years
has it come under threat. Platypus are very
solitary, shy mammals, so no one noticed
that they were gradually slipping into
local extinction. Sadly, they’re not the only
animals we need to be very concerned about.
Almost all small Australian mammals are
threatened with extinction. By ensuring a
thriving ecosystem for the platypus, we’re
looking to protect the future of many
other wildlife that share its habitat or are
vulnerable to the same threats.

So I started to think about how we could
live more sympathetically in a biodiverse
landscape that is more interesting and good
for both wildlife and humans.
From there, I started not-for-profit
Rewilding Australia, and it became my
mission to restore and protect the iconic and
keystone species that are so important to
Australia’s ecosystems.
Why is rewilding so important?
Rewilding is a key tool for building the
resilience of threatened species in degraded
landscapes. We can’t just conserve
ecosystems as they are. We need to rebuild
them. We need to work out what was there
in the past, and what has now gone missing.
It’s all about restoring to a better place.

Why do we need to act now?
Do you want to see a platypus in the wild?
Currently, only 1% of Australians have. I’d
love that to change. By supporting this work,
you’re not just investing in the protection
of the platypus; you’re investing in the
experience of going to the Royal National
Park and seeing one for yourself. We need
to act now to ensure they are here for our
future generations.

FLOOD RECOVERY
The scale of the recent floods was
devastating. Tragically, lives were lost,
homes destroyed and thousands of animals
impacted as rising floodwaters inundated
communities across Qld and NSW. For many
species already threatened by extinction,
this has put them under even more pressure.
Thanks to the incredible response of
supporters like you, emergency funds have
been deployed to help wildlife responder
partners on-the-ground. This generosity has
helped support qualified carers to deliver
the specialist attention joeys orphaned by
floodwaters have required to survive. For
wildlife facilities damaged in the floods, this
support is also now helping fund the repairs
so badly needed.
Sadly, some of our landscape-based projects
were badly affected by floodwaters and the
road to recovery will be longer.

YOU’RE CREATING A NEW ERA FOR

WILDLIFE RESCUE AND CARE

From road trauma and habitat loss to disease,
disaster and displacement, the threats against
our native wildlife are escalating.
Thank you for the recent outstanding
response to help bridge the gaps in
emeregency care. This has given a
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Orphaned joeys are in 24 hour care
with dedicated wildlife carers.

Recovery and rehabilitation efforts are
still ongoing. Please help support this
critical work today with a generous
donation at wwf.org.au/floods.

significant boost to wildlife rescue and
rehabilitation. One of the most neglected
areas was Victoria’s alpine region. It’s here
where your generosity is now helping to
initiate the building of a new care facility that
will enable our partners, Reach Out Wildlife
Australia (ROWA), to treat wildlife rescued
from a huge 250-kilometre radius.
Dr Prishani Vengetas, WWF-Australia’s
Wildlife Recovery Project Coordinator, says:
This project is key to responding to the
immediate threats to our native species and
looking towards the recovery of wildlife in
the future.
“Every animal that you help send back to
nature has a function in the ecosystem that
feeds back into the food we eat, the water
we drink and how clean and healthy our
environment and the air that we breathe are.”
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Refitting
underway at
the new ROWA
rescue facility

We can’t thank you enough.

A HEARTFELT VISION FOR THE FUTURE
As lifelong wildlife lovers, the Stuarts are
determined to leave a lasting legacy for
nature. Bob and Cathy – otherwise known by
their very fitting blended name “the Bobcats”
– have a history of opening their home to an
incredible variety of animals. In 2003, Cathy
became a volunteer wildlife rehabilitator.
Over the years, they have welcomed some
very special houseguests, including quendas,
black glove wallabies, sacred kingfishers, as
well as a long-nosed potoroo.

“For giving me
that privilege, he
is one I will always
remember fondly.”

“Unlike the human patients I nursed to
health in my career, wildlife don’t always
realise when help is being offered. But on
the occasions that they do put their trust in
you, it’s a very special experience.”

“Protecting and promoting care of our
precious wildlife and their habitat is vital.
We know our donation in our Will, when the
time comes, will continue this work.”

Like Denis, the 35kg western grey kangaroo
who allowed Cathy to look after him for five
weeks when he was unable to stand. He
never let anyone get close to him again.

Bob and Cathy recognise the urgent threat
to wildlife and their habitat as our climate
rapidly changes. To ensure their work
advocating for wildlife continues long into
the future, they have both chosen to include
a gift to WWF in their Wills.

Generosity and commitment like
this has never been more important.
To join Bob and Cathy in protecting
the wildlife you love into the future,
please get in touch with Carrie
Alexander at giftsinwills@wwf.org.au

YOU’RE HELPING TO SAVE GREEN SEA TURTLES WITH DRONE POWER
Harnessing the very best of technology is
the key to helping Regenerate Australia
– and it wouldn’t be possible without you.
That’s why we’re excited to update you on
another hi-tech drone project, this time on
Queensland’s spectacular Heron Island.
In 2018, scientists revealed that for the
past few decades nearly all green sea turtles
hatching on the northern Great Barrier Reef
were 99% female, a phenomenon driven by
rising nest temperatures during incubation,
which determines the sex of sea turtles.
A further decline in male hatchlings
would spell disaster for the future of one
of the largest green turtle
populations in the world
and prompted the Turtle
Cooling project.
Actions already trialled
include seawater
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irrigation to cool nests and generate more
male hatchlings.
As part of the next phase, scientists are using
drones to film green sea turtles mating off
Heron Island in order to answer a crucial
question: exactly how many adult males
does a healthy population need? As Melissa
Staines, research lead with our partner,
University of Queensland, explains:
“By analysing drone videos, we will be able
to determine the ratio of breeding males to
females in a healthy and growing population.
This will help to establish if a breeding
population is feminising, prompting action
such as seawater irrigation to increase male
hatchling production.”
Huge thanks to our other key partners, the
Conflict Islands Conservation Initiative and
furniture company Koala, and to you for
making this ground-breaking project happen.

To read more visit wwf.org.au/turtledrones
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